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UPHOLD ALL
WORTHY CAUSES

APPRECIATE ALL
BEAUTIFULTHINGS·
A Student Publication, · Jacksonville State Teachers College

--------------------~
----------------------------------- --VOLUME IV

----------------------------------________________________________

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA, WEDNESDAY, JUNE -21, 1939

Daugette Hall Matron

Dr. Garren Reveals
Damages Caused By
Forrest And Field Fires

,,

Recent comments by our President, Dr. Daugette, and by Dr.
Weishaupt have called attention to
the fact that teachers should instill
in their students a deep respect for
public and private property. Our
visiting professors, Dr. Alexander
and Dr. Snyder have frequently
pictured teaching as a public trust,
and not merely a means of making
a living. They have further indicated t_h at, as teachers, it is our duty
to foster programs and develop
principles looking to the maintenance of our status quo. It is the
purpose of the present discussion,
therefore, to point out a typical instance in which we have neglected
our public trust. It is hoped that
these comments may serve to bring
this problem to the attention of a
few teachers. Perhaps only a few
teachers working in their individual communities may eventually
educate the public mind to the point
that something will be done about
this very important matter.
Throughout
Northeastern Alabama the woods and fields burn over
on an average of three time a year.
These fires are, for the most part,
incendiary, in origin. They occur too
frequently, and too regularly, to be
due to mere carelessness of any
kind. The general opinion is that
these fires have been occurring every fall and every spring for at least
25 years. An unbiased examination
of the trees in the woods indicate
that they must have been occurring
over a period of considerably longer than 50 years. To cite one proof,
the writer recently examined a few
freshly cut black oak stumps. Their
growth rings showed the trees to
have been ~ver 125 years old. The
average diameter of the stumps was
around 14 inches. There was evidence of fires in the shape of the
growth rings as far back as 80
years ago. In areas in N. C., Georgia, and Tennessee which have been
been protected from fire for 30

Coach C. C. Dillon has announced
that a series of college tours will be
conducted to New York at the end
of the summer quarter. These tours
are to be under the sponsorship of
J. S. T. C., and under the personal
direction and management of Coach
Dillon, who has in past years arranged other such trips.
Leaving in the new college bus,
the group will go by Chattanooga,
Knoxville, Bristol, the Shenandoah
Valley, and the Sky-Line Drive of
Virginia to Washington, where a
day will be spent visiting points of
interest in our National Capital, in-eluding a trip to Mount Vernon.
The route will then lead through
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Trenton,
and Princeton to New York.
The entire cost of this nine-day
trip, including hotel accommodations, meals, and transportation, is
$52.50.
The educational value of such a
tour cannot be overestimated; so,
MRS. ADA PITTS
wth the advantage of having an
Mrs. Ada Pitts, matron of Daugette Hall, has been connected with
experienced and capable guide and the college for inany years. Mrs. Pitts has written poetry at various
conductor, this is a proposition times, and is the composer of several songs. She is very affectionately
worthy of your consideration.
received by the younger set, where her friendly advice is always appreciated.

"Womanless Tea"
Mr. Andrews Makes Faculty Members to
Outstanding
Radio Speech
Writers' Conclave
Event of Week
The radio programs conducted each
Dean Wood Wins Second Prize in Tuesday afternoon at Station WJBY
in Gadsden constitute another phase
Beauty Contest
of the extensive program being carried out by the college. Mr. AnOutstanding among the events ders, professor in the History Dethis week was the "Womanless Tea" partment,' was in charge of the
which took place Tuesday evening, program presented Tuesday, June
on the lawn of the A. C. Shelton 13. He read a very interesting article, "The South in the Nation." It
home, on North Pelham Road.
was a discussion of the economic
As the guests arrived, they were
handicaps of the Southern people
greeted by a lovely young woman,
in their struggles toward a fairer
tn the person of John H~nderson. society. In his talk, Mr. Anders
Dressed in a graceful frock of pink
paid a tribute to the Southern peowith picture hat, in the soft light,
ple who "despite .all their faults
he might have passed for some atand failures have heroically risen
tractive co-ed.
from the ruins of war and reconThe guests were then introduced struction." He stated the need of
to the receiving line, in which stood the South by saying: "The South's
Mr. J. A. Holder, who weighs some- problem is how to find a lar 6 er
thing • less than a ton, becomingly spenqable income for this great
draped in flowered chiffon, with group of its citizens." And it is
rn~trhinO'
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Dr. T. Alexander Is To

Give Series .Of Lectu.res.
Here Next Week

Reasons Cited
Dillon to Conduct
For Prevention
College Tours
Of Forest Fires
(Editor's Note:-This article, written by Dr. K. H. Garren, teacher of
science, is published here in connection with the current drive to
prevent forest fires.)
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The last issue of the Teacola carried a detailed account of the program for the juvenile literature
section of the Alabama Writers'
Conclave to be held at Alabama
College in Montevallo the last of
the week, the program for this particular section being arranged by
Miss Douglas Olsen, of the faculty,
who will preside at the meeting
on Friday.
Miss Maude Luttrell, also of the
J. S. T. C. faculty, will speak in
Montevallo on Thursday to the
poetry section of the Alabama
Writers' Conclave on "The Challenge to Southern Poets." Mr, Guy
Taylor, a student in our summer
session, will play for this same
section of the Conclave. Mr. Taylar is a member of the Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, being a student of Mr. Ottakar Cadek, Direc-

Alexander To Be
Dr. Agnes Snyder
Here For_Week .\
Conducts Lectures
Bginning June· 26
In Assembly
Dr. Agnes Snyder, of Columbia
According to a recent announceUniversity, visited J. S. T. C. the ment by Dr. C. W. Dauirette, Presweek of June 4-9 during which time ident, a seri!!S of lectures and conshe conferred with the faculty and ferences is to , be conducted here
students on methods of meeting im- by Dr. Thomas Alexander, President'
mediate problems of modern edu- of New College, Columbia Univercation in Jacksonville.
sity, New York City, beginning June
Her activities included a daily 26, and lasting throughout the envisit from 8 to 10 o'clock to the tire week. In addition to addresstraining school, where, accompani- ing the faculty and student body in
ed by Dr. C. R. Wood, she observed assembly, Dr. Alexander ·will. pre.the methods employed and made side over special faculty meetines
suggestions for their improvement. and conferences for the city and
At 2:30 till 3:30 Wednesday she ad- county superintendents and . high
dressed the student teachers on school principals. State Superinfield problems for teachers. Thurs- tendent A. H. Collins is also schedday afternoon at this time she met uled to attend.
all the training school supervisors
Dr. Alexander is not a stranger ·at
in conference. Each afternoon she Jacksonville, having been
tor
met individual supervisors, discuss- two weeks last summer, at w~~ch
ing with each her own particular time he delivered a series of talt&
problems.
on educational problems of current
. Every day from 10:30 to 2:30. Dr. topics. He also gave the graduation
Snyder held conferences with com- address here May 29 of this year.
mittees of the college faculty as and has, at various other times, been
a frequent visitor 'o n the campus:·
follows:
Committee on democracy in education composed of Dr. R. P. Felgar,
Dr. L. W. Allison, Dr. J. W. Humphries, and Dr. C. R. Wood; commit
tee on human growth and development composed of Dr. Allison, Mr.
Students representing Madiaon
Paul Arnold, Dr. Samuel Thomp- County at Jacksonville 'met June 14
son, Miss Ferrell Bolton, and Dr. and organized a County Club.
Wood; committee on personnel guidClub officials elected were as folance composed of Mr. A. C. Shelton, lows:
President, Leon Towery;
Mrs. Birdie Lee McClendon, Miss
Vice Pres., Miss Kathryn ~mith;
Louise Bullock, and Dr. Wood. Dr.
~ecretary, E. H. Wilbourn. Social
Snyder addressed the student body
Committee, Harold Carpenter, Eveand faculty on Monday, Thursday, lyn Kelley, Ernest Towery, Rayand Friday at 10 o'clock. Monday
mond Hodges; Sergeant at Arms,
she spoke on the business of making Frances Moon.
school work more realistic; ThursThe Club, one of the first county
day she gave a brief historical summary of human development from organizations to be formed this sumbirth to death; Friday she discuss- mer, made plans for a social in the
ed world problems. At 10:00 Wed- near future, and aliio plans to htve
nesday she met the college faculty. a softball team. The Club will meet
At various conferences with the twice a month during the summer;
faculty consideration was given to all members are urged to attend
regularly.
selection of ten of the best members
The members represeniing Madiof the Senior Class next year who
will be given much personal at- son County are as follows: Harold
tention to the end that their train- Carpenter, Mrs. R. A. Carpenter,
Jesse.-ing be made more practicable in Mr. Jesse Brooks, Mrs.
the communities where they will _B rooks, Raymond Hodges, Nellie
teach. These students will have a White Johnson, Evelyn Kelley, 0.
1?'.reat rlPHl of PirnPriPnr1Jo in No~L C. Lusk, Mrs. Wilson Ma

here

Madison County
Club Organized

frequently; and t~o regularly, to be
due to mere carelessness of any
kind. The general opinion is that
these fires have been occurring every fall and every spring for at least
25 years. An unbiased examination
of the trees in the woods indicate
that they must have been occurring
over a period of considerably longer than 50 years. To cite one proof,
the writer recently examined a few
freshly cut black oak stumps. Their
growth rings showed the trees to
have been ~ver 125 years old. The
average diameter of the stumps was
around 14 inches. There was evidence of fires in the shape of the
growth rings as far back as 80
years ago. In areas in N. C., Georgia, and Tennessee which have been
been protected from fire for 30
years, black oaks, over 125 years old
;:iverag•
24 inches in diameter.
This decreased growth in our area
is due to the continual killing back
of the growing region by the frequent fires.
When one asks the farmers and
land owners why the fields and
forests are set on fire one receives
two answers. The first is that burning improves th~ land by killing
the weeds. The other is that burnng the weeds kills the "bugs"which
destroy crops. Nothing in the field
of biology could be further from
the truth than these two statements.
Let us show, briefly, how these
two statements are false by outlining exactly what continual burning-over will do to the fields and
:forests.
In the first place frequent burning
destroys the natural fertility of
the soil. From the point of view of
dollars and cents it is foolish to
permit the burning of fields in cultivation. Smoke and flames from
burning weeds carry away into the
air carbon and nitrogen which any
cultivated soil must have. Heat from
• e burning weeds changes the
, 1 emical nature of minerals in the
upper few inches of the soil. These
minerals before being heated are,
for the most part, necessary for normal plant growth.
After being
changed by heat they are, largely,
useless to the plants. One must
bear in mind that most plants have
root systems only in the upper few
inches of soil and, therefore, receive minerals from the area where
fire has done the most damage. The
burning also kills the root system
of plants in the upper layers of the
soil. These root systems then decay. New plants start, but before
they are well developed they are
killed by a new fire. As a consequence there are no longer roots
to hold the soil together. With ev~ry rain then, a new portion of
the top ~~il washes away and eventually comes to rest in the bottom
of Guntersville Lake.
As for the forest, the damage of
f r equent fires there is inestimable.
.
The United States Forest Service
is spending thousands of dollars
studying the damage of fire in log-

(SEI "FOREST _FIRES" PAGE 3)

Beauty Contest

Outstanding among the events
this week was the "Womanless Tea"
which took place Tuesday evening,
on the lawn of the A. C. Shelton
home, on North Pelham Road.
As the guests arrived, they were
greeted by a lovely young woman,
in the person of John H~nders_on.
Dressed in a graceful frock of pmk
with picture hat, in the soft light,
he might have passed for some attractive co-ed.
The guests were then introduced
to the receiving line, in which stood
Mr. J. A. Holder, who weighs something • less than a ton, becomingly
draped in flowered chiffon, with
matching turban; Hubert Lester,
looking as pretty as a picture,
gowned in a modish evening dress,
with high heel sandals, hat and accessories to match, even to painted
toenails; J. D. Crow, Jr., in white
evening dress, displaying an unusual
coiffure and
becomingly made
up for the occasion; J. A. Prickett
representing the women of "yesteryear," with a frock of wine color
and harmonizing accessories; J. H.
Fryer the cynosure of all eyes
with his stylish gown of flowered
design, his lovely hair in becoming
braids, with wide brimmed leghorn
hat; A. P. Johnston was modestly
dressed in a tailored outfit, which
was especially suited to his personality; R. K. Coffee, gowned in
a long frock of wine color, with
deep ruffle of scarlet. His hat was
halo style, copied from Queen Elizabeth, and he. carried a large plaid
handkerchief; J . A. Prickett, Jr.
wore an evening frock of blue satin,
which was unusually becoming; Dr.
K. N. Matthews was elegantly
dressed in blue satin, with graceful
scarf and hat, carrying a large chiffon handkerchief; Thomas Jenkins,
in blue lace, was an attractive figure and Robert Mitchell in a red
checked gingham evening dress,
was a popular belle of the evening,
as was C. L. Nichols, who was a
contender for the beauty prize.
Punch was dispensed from a prettily appointed table, overlaid with a
a lace cover, and centered with a
large bowl of mixed garden flowers.
Presiding were Dr. C. R. Wood,
wearing a lacy evening dress, which
was set off by his beautiful "hair
do," made up of many curls, and A.
A. Wilson, in a gown of recent style
in pastel shades with becoming hat.
During the evening, a beauty contest was held, with Mrs. Howard
Van Tassel, Douglas Beard and Forrest Merritt serving as judges. J.
D. Crow Jr. received first prize, Dr.
C. R. Wood, second and A. A. Wilson third.
Group singing was enjoyed also.
Sueh a hit did these men make,
that there have been many requests
for the tea to be repeated.
The proceeds will go toward furnishing the new Methodist parsonage.
There is no liquor for sale or
even on display in the Distilled
Spirits Exhibit Building at the New
York World's Fair.

in Gadsden constitute another phase
of the extensive program being carried out by the college. Mr. Anders, professor in the History Department,' was in charge of the
program presented Tuesday, June
13. He read a very interesting article "The South in the Nation." It
was ' a discussion of the economic
handicaps of the Southern people
in their struggles toward a fairer
society. In his talk, Mr. Anders
paid a tribute to the Southern people who "despite .all their faults
and failures have heroically risen
from the ruins of war and reconstruction." He stated the need of
the South by saying: "The South's
problem is how to find a larJer
spenq.able income for this great
group of its citizens." And it is
through education that this problem can be solved.
·
Lamar Triplett was in charge of
the music for the program.
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gram for the juvenile literature
section of the Alabama Writers'
Conclave to be held at Alabama
College in Montevallo the last of
the week, the program for this particular section being arranged by
Miss Douglas Olsen, of the faculty,
who will preside at the meeting
on Friday.
Miss Maude Luttrell, also of the
J. S. T. C. faculty, will speak in
Montevallo on Thursday to the
poetry section of the Alabama
Writers' Conclave on "The Challenge to Southern Poets." Mr, Guy
Taylor, a student in our summer
session, will play for this same
section of the Conclave. Mr. Taylar is a member of the Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, being a student of Mr. Ottakar Cadek, Director of the Violin Department of the
Birmingham Conservatory of Music.

Dr. Daugette
Do You Ever
Entertains Summer
Open Your Ey_es? Students in Assmbly
A few weeks ago the writer was
talking to a man who attended this
school when it was housed in
Hames Hall. He expressed his
amazement at the rapid growth
which had to take place in such a
short period of time and which is
still rapidly continuing. He also
expressed his appreciation of the
beauty being brought out around
the present campus.

Do we, as we go to and from
school every day, ever stop to stand
back and look at the progress that
is being made and the beauty which
surrounds us? Do we ever open our
eyes and really see things? These
mountains on every side are something that people may travel for
miles to see. It was during the
U. D. C. ·c onvention that one of the
women was heard to say that she
would never tire of looking at
these lovely mountains. Have you
ever really seen them? If YOU.
haven't, stop and gaze awhile. It
will do your heart good, and if
you're late to class explain w h a t
you've been doing. Your teacher
will be sure to excuse you for that.
And then have you ever paused
to view the progress being made in
the new buildings and to pay even
the slightest tribute to the man
whose vision an_d_ foresight have
made them realities?
.
It is true that our college 1_he:e is
not exceedingly large, nor .s ~\t~=
such elegance as are some ms

Holidays Ahead!
Pres. C. W. Daugette, always
interested in the welfare of the
J. s. T. -C. students, has announced that we will have school on
the forthcoming Saturday to
make up for Monday, July 3.
This will give us a much-needed
holiday, for we will have from
June 30 until July 5 as holidays.

One of the most delightful informalities of the summer session
was the reception given· by President C. W. Daugette on Monday
morning of this week in the gymnasium. Baskets and urns of summer flowers had transformed the
room into a place of loveliness. The
faculty members in receiving line
greeted each member of the student body, after which greeting
punch was served from two attractively appointed tables. Mrs. Stapp's
class in industrial arts was responsible for ths decorations and the
punch. Thanks to Mrs. Stapp and
her girls, and Rah - Rah! for our
President.

1vll'~. .bira1e Lee 1v1c1...,1enaon,

LVUss

Louise Bullock, and Dr. Wood. Dr.
Snyder addressed the student body
and faculty on Monday, Thursday,
and Friday at 10 o'clock. Monday
she spoke on the business of making
school work more realistic; Thursday she gave a brief historical summary of human development from
birth to death; Friday she discussed world problems. At 10:00 Wednesday she met the college faculty.
At various conferences with the
faculty consideration was given to
selection of ten of the best members
of the Senior Class next year who
will be given much personal attention to the end that their training be made more practicable in
the communities where they will
teach. These students will have a
great deal of experience in dealing with the children in the training school next year.
If the plan is approved by the
president, steps will be taken in
summer school to select these ten
students, who will accept or reject
the invitation as given. This will
be an experiment in teacher education. It is hoped that after next
year the experiment, if it proves
successful, will be adapted to the
entire student body.
Dr. Snyder held two evening conferences with committees made up
of college and training school faculties in which plans were made to
work out jointly some unit for
training school children. One unit
for making jam was worked out
for Miss Bush with Dr. Weishaupt
and Mr. Gary serving as science
experts. Another in classroom decoration and beautification was planned by Mrs. McClendon assisted by
Dr. Wesihaupt, Miss Stella Huger
and Miss Maude Luttrell of the
College faculty.
This winter Dr. Snyder will be in
charge of Dr. Alexander's experimental school at Springdale, N. C.

Former Graduate
Receives LL. B. High School
Mrs. Burma McCracken Miller,

Paper Organized

daughter of J . 0. McCracken of
Fort Payne, and former JacksonThe Junior III Class of the Jackville resident and graduate, receivsonville High School has recently
ed her degree in law at the National
C organized a school paper to be isUniversity of Washington, D.
.,
sued bi-monthly throughout the
on the thirteenth of ·J une.
summer. The paper is a project by
After graduating from Jacksonwhch Mrs. Reuben Self of the high
ville College, Mrs. Miller taught in
the Oxford City School. She ob- school faculty is endeavoring to intained a position as clerk in the tegrate journalism with the other
Treasury
Department,
through subjects taught. The name chosen
Civil Service Examination. She h~s for the paper is "School Flashes.".
received several promotions and 1s ,I Members of the staff are Cecelia
neow Senior Filing clerk in Inter-1 Stapp, editor; Martha McKinney,
nal Revenue.
.
.
associate editor; Hardie McCrelles,
Mrs. Miller was social editor of business manager; Helen Knight,
The Docket, the University Year- circulation manager; J. D. Penney,
book; a member of the Ci~y Press sports editor; Alice Clark, cartoonClub; and was initiated_ mto th e ist and Junior High School rePhi Delta Delta International Fra- porter; Billy Louise England, Trainternity.
ing School reporter; Elizabeth GraThe college is always proud of ham, gossip column reporter; and
such students.
Mrs. Reuben Self, faculty adviser.
The Teacola Staff and all readtions· yet its simple beauty is somethin; not to be passed over lightly. ers of the Teacola await with much
And its size permits an atmosphere interest the first issue of "School
of friendliness and companionship Fl2.shes." The new paper is assured our hearty good wishes.
to envelop the entire campus.

I

Vice Pres., Miss Kathryn ~mith;
~ecretary, E. H. Wilbourn. Social
Committee, Harold Carpenter, Evelyn Kelley, Ernest Towery, Raymond Hodges; Sergeant at Arms,
Frances Moon.
The Club, one of the first county
organizations to be formed this summer, made plans for a social in the
near future, and also plans to h<1;ve
a softball team. The- Club will meet.
twice a month during the summer; ,
all members are urged to attend
regularly.
The members representing Madison County are as follows: Harold
'carpenter, Mrs. R. A. Carpenter,
Mr. Jesse Brooks, Mrs.
JesseBrooks, Raymond Hodges, Nellie
·white Johnson, Evelyn Kel_ley, 0.
C. Lusk, Mrs. Wilson Mann, Mattie
Mann, Frances Moon, Wheeler
Moon, Samuel Morris, Frank Mor..
ris, Harry Rice, Kathryn Smith,
Kelt Thomas, Ernest Towery, Leon
Towery, and E. H. Wilbourn.

Dr. Cayley Changes
State Coat of' Arms
Influential in current affairs of
the state, Dr. Charles E. Cayw7. of
Jacksonville History Departmem;
has brought more .distinction- tCJ
this city and school by being. chqlJfl)
by Mrs. Marie Bankhead . queep,
of the State Archives ot History, to
correct an error in the new Alabama
Coat of Arms.
This coat of arms, recently adopt.
ed by the State Government at the
recommendation of the U.. D. C.,
has the cen.ter of interest a sheld
on which is superimposed the :flags
of the five countries that h;:ive .gov•.
erned Alabama, those of · Spain;
France, Great Britain, the Confed•
erate States of America, and United
States.
In designing the coat of arms, the
artist drew the British :flag of the
nineteenth century rather than that
of the eighteenth century, during
which time Alabama was actually
governed by Great Britain,
·
From • 1707 the British · flag w ·l!,S
the jack composed of the English
cross of Saint George and Scotch
cross of Saint Andrew. In 1801 the
Act of Union joined Ireland and
England, and the Irish Cross ot
Saint Patrick was added to the
jack, thus signifying the entry ot
Ireland into the Empire.
Since Alabama was part ot the
British Empire from 1763 to 1783,
the British flag that actually flew
over the state was the on_e made up
only of the crosses of Saint George
and Saint Andrew, not the later ·
flag of 1801 which was the one in
the original design of the new coat
of arms.
Dr. Cayley, who is familiar with
the science of heraldry, noticed this
error and, at the request ot •'Mrs.
Queen, is making a ·new · drawin1
of the shield correcting the misJake.
The twenty-nine states participating in the New York World's
Fair spent a total of more than '2.·
·500,000 for their buildings and exhibits.
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Ho, hum!. . Let's see what has happened during the past couple of
weeks .. . First to break into the news is Jewell STEED ... It seems •
,hat she had an injured knee not long ago and couldn't fill either of her
scheduled dates for a certain evening ... Or did she, Mr. GREGG? ...
Then there is that lovely little girl, Pearl HYCHE, who wishes to make it
known that she is dying, yes simply DYING, to date Red KEMP .•• E.
ADAMS has trouble, reports our Daugette Hall correspondent, keepinc the
lights on in the bath room. . .. Also comes word from Dau,ette Hall
that Alma THOMPSON had a conflict Sunday of Last. . . Just another
case of two dates at once, and, sir, it just doesn't work ..• FLASH:
PORCH and GREGG make "B" on music . . . Correction: Last issue ye
Old Gossiper stated that Tipsey McCLENDON'S theme song was "Goodby My Little Buckeroo." It has developed that her current hit is: I'm In
the Army Now." A thousand pardons, Miss Katt ... Rachael WHEELER
has given up all hope of removing herself from the "Old Maid Brigade."
She now wishes she had accepted the DEACON'S offer, and to quote Miss
Wheeler, "The only relief I find is from taking Dr. CALDWELL'S
Syrup of Pepsin in Liberal Doses.'' ... Rolfe NELSON goes for all the
new ones, only this time he is having trouble getting a certain little
PITTS girl to fall for "ye old line" . . . News Item: "Dog chases men
while chickens cackle." Jr. THOMAS, James FARRELL, you haven't
made the headlines by going into poultry business, have you? .. , A new
romance is blooming with all the freshness of spring out at the swimming pool ... DECKER and STEPHENS are the honored ones . . . So•
ciety Item: ROYER and JONES visited Mountain Avenue Sunday evening ... JONES got "cold feet" and ROYER was ldt holding the b~
... MILDRED and "FEET" are seen together quite a lot here lately.
Couldn't be getting serious could you, DENDY? . . . Grande Finale: A
man is a man, but a woman, ... Ah, what is a woman?

-------~=-~-
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EDITORIALS

Cayley, Lawrence
At Exchange Meeting

Think On These Things
Lon& before Christ, on a boot-like peninsula, a town was born. The
area was not overly blessed with natural resources; but the founders had
a dream and high ideals. The town grew and was called Rome. It had
relatively little to build upon; yet its rise was swift and sure, for it was
foUDded on sound bases. Its laws were re,isonable and fair; its democracy an actuality, not a term; every citizen felt it his duty to be the
best man he could be, and made every sacrifice for a better government.
Soon Rome led the world in all that was worth while; truly all roads
led to :Rome. What a glorious thing she must have been at the height
ot her srandeur!
Then something happened: The officials grew to love money better
than honor; the populace came to place pleasure before duty. You know
the rest-Rome fell!
·
Many centuries later, far away upon a continent wonderfully blessed,
a nation was born. The little country (because it, too, was founded
on dreams and high ideals) was destined to stretch from ocean to ocean,
to 4o things never before dreamed by man, to take its place among the
leaders on earth, and all this with meteoric speed. Not long ago this
nation, too, was a glorious thing.
Something_ has happened there also: The officials have two great
iasks-1etting re-elected and eating "pie." Crimes and fraud are perpetrated in the name of the law. The people yawn when told that the
national debt exceeds $45,000,000,000; they waste public money and say,
with a complacent chuckle, "Why worry? Uncle Sam's footin' the bill."
Centw:ies from now, wlll someone be writing, "You know the rest-the
United States fell."?
Maybe )'OU think it can't happen here. Rome was relatively richer
Gd more powerful than we. Romans at least sold their votes for spectacular entertainment. We know Americans (with emphasis on the
plural) who sell theirs for a pint of rotten wlliskey. Rome fell solely
beca~ her enemies were scattered, unorganized tribes of barbarians,
poorl7 armed and with little purpose. Our possible foes are highly orpu!zed, btc}lly trained, under excellent command, and have the best
materials money and science can supply.

Why Not?
Jac~onville is now forging to the front among institutions of this
aiate and. recion. Our student body is now large enough to make it a
~ble college, and we contend that the student body has everything
it should have. Our buildings are pacing our growth; they are modern
and. adequate in every important respect. Our library is good. Our debaten are receiving deserved acclaim. Our baseball team is not bad.
And what our basket ball teams have done causes us (who compete from
the stands) to rear back and say, "I'm from Jacksonville!" Then, why
11M llaTe a football team in keeping with the rest of the school?
We can do it, and we need to. Ninety-eight per cent of the students
like football; they would love to be represented by a winning team. We
b.ave a natural place for a stadium, and our proximity to Anniston,
C-adsclen and manv..sm.alJ. towns
w-e us
ay·
owds whe OW'.

used pen and ink when he had no
pencils . . . Leo Slezak, singing
Lohengrin at the Metropolit an, arr ived at the words "Mein Lieber
Schwann," where a swan is supDr. Charles E. Cayley of the J. S.
posed to float across the stage. No
T.
C. History Department and Dr.
swan was in sight. He coolly turned
to the audience and asked, "When F. M. Lawrence, Jacksonville dentist,
were the official delegates from the
does the next swan leave?"
local club to the State Convention
of Exchange Clubs which was held
Ludwig Von Beethoven (1770- at Sylacauga, May 26.
1827) is considered one of the three
Prominent in the activities of the
supreme musical geniuses, and is one club, Dr. Cayley was chosen to reof the greatest symphonic writers in spond to the welcome address given
musical history. He was the first by Mr. Hugh Comer, southern incomposer to bring the romantic ele- dustrialist and citizen of Sylacauga.
ment into symphonic writing. PreDuring the business session Dr.
vious to his time, after the death Cayley was re-elected to the State
of Bach, composers had followed Board of Control, administrative
almost exclusively the c·l assic, serene body of Exchange Clubs in Alastyle of Haydn, Mozart, and others bama, on which he has served for
of the 18th century Roccoco period . the past year.
Beethoven "freed" muse in that he
At the next meeting of the local
made musical form , only a means Exchange Club, June 21, Dr. Cayof expressing personal emotion. He ley will make a talk on the signifi.
had no qualms about breaking long- cance of George Vi's visit to the
established classical traditions if United States.
they inter ered with the expression
of his ideas.
He made certain
INCLUDE ME OUT
changes in the structure of the
Twenty
or more Jax students
symphony, and his innovations in
were
taking
time off in a little beer
instrumentation were considered
very daring indeed by his contem- joint when a bad hombre came
thundering in shooting his pistols
poraries.
He was a great piano virtuoso, right and left, and said to the boys,
"Every one of you dirty skunks
particularly adept at improvisation .
get out of here." When the dust,
As a whole, the events of his life
resulting from the mad scramble
were quite tragic, since, due to his
t o the door, settled, everybody had
many eccentricities and his physical
fled but Shorty Brooks. The bad
repulsiveness, he had few friends
man turned to him with his pistol
and never achieved domestic h appistill smoking, and said, "Well?"
ness. At the height of his career he
"There sure were a lot of 'em,"
became stone deaf, but in spite of
answered Brooks.
this he continued to compose, creating some of his greatest works
after the onset of his deafness. H e
is best know n for his nine great
symphonies, but he also composed All shoe repairing at popular
prolifically for piano, violin, and prices. AIi work guaranteed.

DR. AGNES SNYDER
Above is pictured Dr. Agnes Snyder, who has resigned her position
at Teachers College, Columbia University, to head an experimental
school at Springdale, N. C. She recently visited on our campus, conducting a series of lectures in assembly, as well as holding conferences
with committees m ade up of members of the college faculty. Dr. Snyder
is to return to J acksonville at an early date.

Letter to the Editor
State Teacher s College
J acksonville, Alabam a
J une 9, 1939.
To the F aculty and Students of
J acksonville :
I wish n ot only to express to you
my deep appreciati on of the kindness and cour tesy you h ave so gener ously given ·me during the past
week but also to try to convey to
you how your resp onsiveness has
reenforced my fa ith in education
and r enew ed m y courage in facing
the d ifficult pr oblems th at lie ah ead
for all of us. They are d ifficult. It
must be folly to m in imize their
difficulty. In m eeting th em , every
one of u s will n eed the str ength
that can only be gen er ated th rough
group loyalty to an ideal :
The w or st blunder that we in
America can m ake t od ay is refusal
to recognize the gr avity of our situation or retreat fr om its complexity. More th an a blind faith in
both education and dem ocracy is
needed. Both demand searching
analysis, hard thin king, and untiring labor to m ake them effective
instruments of a better civilization .
A European refugee stood in m y
office the oth er day. She had been
driven from one coun try to another
until finally sh e found h er way to
our shores.. The responsibility of
--~,,,
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I MUSICAL NOTES I
By GUY TAYLOR

"Music brings us near to the infinite."-Carlyle.
Music is playing an important role
at the New York World's Fair. A
series of concerts by the New York
Philharmonic Symphony orchestra
is being presented, featuring the
music and musicians of various
countries. To date the series has included a performance by the Finlandia Chorus, a concert cqnducted
by Walter Damrosch, a Brazilian
concert conducted by Burle Marx,
a Swiss concert, at which Rudolph
Ganz and Ernest Schelling shared
the podium, and a Roumanian concer t under George Enesco. Of these
the h ighlight was the. concert conducted by Dr. Damrosch, who programmed the Overture to "The
School for Scandal" by the brilliant
young American composer, Samuel
Barber; his own "An Abraham
Lincoln Song," a musical setting
for b aritone soloist, orchestra,. and
chores of Walt Whitman 's "Oh Cap.
tain! My Captain! "; and a magnificent performance of Beethoven's
Ninth (chor ale) Symphony, with a
chorus of Walt Whitman's "Oh CapOratorio Society and the Schola Cantorum, and a quartet of outstanding
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poorly armed and with little purpose. Our possible foes are highly or- difficulty. In meeting them, every
aantzed, highly trained, under excellent command, and have the best one of us will need the strength
materials money and science can supply.
that can only be generated through
group loyalty to an ideal:
The worst blunder that we in
America can make today is refusal
to recognize the gravity of our situation or retreat from its complexJac~onvllle is now forging to the front among institutions of this ity. More than a blind faith in
at&te and. region. Our student body is now large enough to make it a
both education and democracy is
~ble college, and we contend that the student _body has everything needed. Both demand searching
it should have. Our buildings are pacing our growth; they are modern
and ad.equate in every important respect. Our library is good. Our de- analysis, hard thinking, and untirbaten are receiving deserved acclaim. Our baseball team is not bad. ing labor to make them effective
And what our basket ball teams have done causes us (who compete from instruments of a better civilization.
A European refugee stood in my
the stands) to rear back and say, "I'm from Jacksonville!" Then, why
office the other day. She had been
11M b•,e a football team in keeping with the rest of the school?
We can do it, and we need to. Ninety-eight per cent of the students driven from one country to another
like footb;ill; they would love to be represented by a winning team. We until finally she found her way to
bave a natural place for a stadium, and our proximity to Anniston, our shores.. The responsibility of
Gadsden, and many smaller towns assures us of paying crowds when our America to keep our faith with all
team reaches the status of Howard, Mercer, etc.
humanity in holding fast to our
Th.is is not a plea for football hysteria tp grasp the college and democracy and proving that it can
wpersede' the pursuit of knowledge. We know that the college must' work was borne upon me more
atimd for higher and higher intellectual achievement. A great football
team won't necessarily interfere with that-look at Duke, Stanford, Har- forcefully as she told me her story.
I shall never forget the final appeal
vard-and it would make most of us mighty proud.
~ai!1 we say, Jacksonville can enter the field of big-time football she made: "If America fails us,
~petition. Here's to the team of '39; may its destiny be to start our where can we go?" Where can any
of us go?
p1Jikin fortunes soaring.
Our responsiblity as teachers is
very great. We must be untiring
students of the problems of today;
equally untiring students of human
Stud.en~ who are making real sacrfices and working long hours to growth and development; active
&a.In an education often ask this question - does education pay; that is, participants in our immediate com.
in dollars and cents? According to a recent investigation the average munities; vigorous workers "in all
income ot an untrained man is $1200 a year; that of a high school grad- that concerns the welfare of those
ua(e- is $2200; that of a college graduate is $6000. Up to the age of sixty who came to us for guidance. Thus
Uie ·entire earnings of the three classes of workers are estimated at teaching challenges the best intel~.000, $'18',000 and $150,000. The figures show, therefore that high lects among us. It is at once a scischool education has a cash value of $33,000 and a college education ence and an art.
a cash value of $105,0<>0. Training is necessary to do the complex tasks
I thank you for helping me to see
required in important positions. More than 50 per cent of the people the task more clearly. With all
whoae names are listed in WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA have had some good wishes to you for continued
tuper education.
happiness in your work, I am,
Although most of us will never become affluent or famous our eduSincerely yours,
cation has other values. It is good for.. our souls, for we cann~t live by
llread !llone, Our studies open doors to vocations and develop .interests
Agnes Snyder.
that later may become the basis for use of leisure time. Education should
enrleh our conversation, broaden our interests,-.v,"iden our sympathies,
JOLLY: I simply adore that funhelp fOllm right ideals and habits, and enable us to live helpfully in our
community.-The Teachers College Scout.
·
ny step. Where did you pick it up?
THE FRESHMAN: Step nothing.
I'm losing my garter.

Why Not?

Why Do We Do-It?

Dollars and Cents

concert conducted by Burle Marx,
a Swiss concert, at which Rudolph
Ganz and Ernest Schelling shared
the podium, and a Roumanian concert under George Enesco. Of these
the highlight was the. concert conducted by Dr. Damrosch, who programmed the bverture to "The
School for Scandal" by the brilliant
young American composer, Samuel
Barber; his own "An Abraham
Lincoln Song," a musical setting
for baritone soloist, orchestra,, and
chores of Walt Whitman's "Oh Captain! My Captain!"; and a magnificent performance of Beethoven's
Ninth (chorale) Symphony, with a
chorus of Walt Whitman's "Oh CapOratorio Society and the Schola Cantorum, and a quartet of outstanding
soloists. Dr. Damrosch chose this
great symphony wisely as the musical work best symbolizing the spirit
of the Fair.
A series of solo recitals at the Fair
will present Jan Kiepura, Josef
Hofman, Albert Spalding, Jascha
Heifetz, Lily Pons, and others. In
conjunction with the Fair series of
concerts the Metropolitan Opera
Company is presenting Wagner's
Nibelungen Ring as a post-season
offering for the benefit of the Fair
visitors.

poraries.
He was a great piano virtuoso,
particularly adept at improvisation.
As a whole, the events of his life
were quite tragic, since, due to his
many eccentricities and his physical
repulsiveness, he had few friends
and never achieved domestic happiness. At the height of his career he
became stone deaf, but in spite of
this he continued to compose, creating some of his greatest works
after the onset of his deafness. He
is best known for his nine great
symphonies, but he also composed
prolifically for piano, violin, and
chamber ensembles.
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right and left, and said to the boys,
"Every one of you dirty skunks
get out of here." When the dust,
resulting from the mad scramble
to the door, settled, everybody had
fled but Shorty Brooks. The bad
man turned to him with his pistol
still smoking, and said, "Well?"
"There sure were a lot of 'em,"
answered Brooks.

Pyron's Shoe Shop
All shoe repairing at popular
prices. All work guaranteed.

WE HA VE BARGAINS GALORE
IN OUR MODERN STORE

HERE ARE THREE OUTSTANDING VALUES
Emerson table radio .. ............ .... .... .... .. $ 6.96
R. C. A. Victor radio ... ...... .... ..... ...... $10.95
10 inch Oscilating Electric Fan.. ... ... $ 4.!lS

ECONOMY AUTO STORES
1222 Noble Street
Anniston, Alabama

Here are a few choice morsels
gleaned from the book "Trombones:"
What is the difference between a
sonata and a symphony? A sonata
takes about three hours and a symphony even longer . . . . The wedding march is usually a gay, festive piece to give the bride courage
for what is to come ... What inspired Rubenstein to . write
his
symphony "The Ocean"? Answer .
Water ... Bach never used a typewriter and could not be dragged to
the telephone ... Weber preferred
music paper to any other -while he
was writing "Freischutz." He also

RED ·TAG

SALE

20% DISCOUNT OFF OUR
REGULAR
TIRE PRICES
Extraordinary Savings on Strictly
First Quality DAVIS DELUXE Tires
long
cnileage and modem styling at a price he can afford. Our definite
"1arantee assures all this--so why pay more than our low price.
Easy Payments
Use your credit
Safety Grip
Davis DeLuxe
SIZE
Sale Price
Sale Price
TIRE
4.50-20
$5.84
,
4.50-21
6.04
$7.12
4.75-19
6.24
7.32
5.00-19
6.72
7.92
5.25-17
6.92
8.16
5.25-18
7.16
8.48
5.50-17
7.84
9.20
6.00-16
8.84
10.36
6.25-16
9.80
11.56
6.50-lG
10.84
12.76 .
7.00-16
11.72
13.84

t\. first line tire for the thrifty motorist who demands safety,

How Do We Choose?

The- Unhiersity ot Montana recently conducted a survey dealing with
In his delightful essay called "The Social Value of the College
the smokina problems in colleges and universities throughout the coun~- Questionnaires were sent to institutions all over the nation, and the Bred" William James says that the purpose of a college education is to
enabie a person "to know a good man when he sees one." Would not this
results recorded. Below is listed a table of typical findings.
same idea of choice apply at all point~ of our lives? Particularly, should
I. Is smoking allowed in the following places?
it not hold good in the matter of one's reading? No less an authority on
~ ·
~
~
the new education than Dr. Agnes Snyder has recently told students
~... 1. In physical education building .................... 3
26
here at Jacksonville of the coarse and vulgar reading material observed
~ ~
2. In gymnasium rooms ........................................ 2
36
on public news stands from Maine to California. What are those inter3. In lavatories ............ ...... .... ...... ........... .... ... ..... .. ... 5
28
ested in a better civilization going to do about this problem? Is there
4. In lobby ................ .................................,.. ............ 6
26
anything that we can do to improve the taste of people, to encourage
5. In offices .... ...... .. ..... ... ............... .... ..... ............ .. .... .. 4
30
their liking the better sort of thing? Surely, there is; indeed, Jackson~-:-·
6. In classrooms ............ .... .... .................................. .. O
36
ville has already begun.
'Z. In halls ................................. ................................ 2
32
The Jacksonville State Teachers College has on its magazine
8. In library ................................................................ o
36
shelves in the library one of the finest collections of high-class magazines
9. On steps ...... :.................................. ....................... 13
26
II. What is the attitude of school boards and superintendents in re- to be found ,anywhere. The question is: Are we making use of these
publications? Are we learning to know the good, the better, the best?
latiQn to placement of students who smoke?
In a recent cursory survey of the magazine secton in our library, we
··
Typical responses:
saw copies of the Atlantic, the Forum, Asia, the American Historical ReM. Men have a better chance if they do not smoke.
view, the Journal of General Psychology, the American Scholar, the
W. It is difficult to place a young woman who smokes.
Nation, Blackwood's Magazine, Foreign Affairs, the New Republic,
State law prohibits use of tobacco on school grounds of
Harpers, Fortune, Popular Science, the Christian Century, Current Hispublic, elementary, and high schools.
tory, Nature Magazine, Time, Saturday Review of Literature, Poetry-A
Do not want them as teachers.
Magazine of Verse, the American School Board Journal, Musical AmerWill as a rule, not hire a woman who smokes.
·But what has all of this to do with !iiudents at Jacksonville State ica, House and Garden, School and Society, Magazine of Art, and many
'
Teacla.ers College? Only this: Whether or not smoking is a personal other publications like these.
The number of interesting bulletins which come constantly to our
Ool" moral question; whether we do or don't smoke, it is highly impracticable from the viewpoint of the teaching profession. We are here train- magazine racks is almost without limit. Organizations like the Rockeinc ourselves to become teachers in the schools of our state, and, at the feller Foundation, the National Educational Association, the American
same time, many of us are doing something which might prevent our Library Association, the Department of the Interior keep us well sup1ett1n1 a position, or which might cause us to lose a position after we plied with rich materials on various subjects.
If our Teacola readers have not browsed around in the college librabav• secured one. Simply, plainly, it is just not common sense to spend
,ood, hard-earned American money in preparing for a profession, and ry, by all means they should do so; particularly, should they linger at
then cling to some habit, such as smoking, which would hinder us from the magazine shelves. Always, they will find the graciousness of Mrs.
C. R. Wood, our librarian, matched by the courtesy of her assistants.
reaching the top as teachers.
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8" DeLuxe

Tiny TRUETONE
"PAL"

Statlonar

$7.95

FANS
$1.88

Tiny in size. AC-DC ... Builtin aerial. Handsome modem
plastic cabinet.

$10.45

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Anniston, Alabama
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week-end were: Evelyn Gonce, Mrs. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - in the position of asking for the
.Whitmire, Georgia Myers, Cornelia "THE WORLD'S 101
favor when he asks the lady to
Gilliland, Merna Holt, Mrs. Thorn- GREAT MYSTERY STORIES"
dance. Don't mumble when asking
bury, Audrey Cornelius, Lillian
for
a dance. The gentleman should
Edited by Walter J. Black
Lindsay, Doris Bennett, Cora Dell
As the title · states, this anthology say, "May I have this dance?" The
Gamble, Virginia Reece, Doris contains a number of the World's lady answers, "You may," "With
Jenkins, Mrs. Latimer, Mrs. Lorm ost famous mystery stories. In pleasure," "Yes, certainly," or "I'm
r ain Porch, Jerry Davidson, Mrs.
addition to stories by such auth ors sorry, but I have this one"
Orene Griffin, Sarah Parrish, Lou as Poe, Conan Doyle, and E d gar
2. The gentleman and lady who atRee Gregg. Was anyone left?
tend
a dance together have the first
Wallace, it includes classics from
· We welcome Pat Conville back
ancient Greece, China, and Persia. and final dance with each other.
to the Dorm after an absence of No matter what type of mystery Thereafter they dance with whomtwo weeks.
story you prefer, you will find many ever they please, but the gentleman
Several nights ago Mrs. Pitts call- of them in this collection.
sees to it that the lady he has aced a house meeting for the purpose
________
companied to the dance is not left
Of electl·ng new officers for the
without
a partner while he dances
"WHILE ROME BURNS"
quarter. Those elected are: House
with someone else.
President, Lou Ree Gregg; SecreBy Alexander Woollcott
3. A. lady always precedes her
tary and Treasurer, Jerry Davidson;
During his long car eer as a partner to the dance floor.
and Reporter, Lilla Mae Prater. We journalist, Mr. Woollcott has become
4. If the next dance is promised
are looking forward to a quarter intimate with many of the coun- the lady does not go to seek her
of fun and harmony under the lead- try's outstanding figures, and in partner but waits until he comes to
ership of our new officers.
"While Rome Burns," he relates claim her.
We welcome to our Dormitory his experiences with some of the
5. Don't monopolize one section of
Miss Myrtle "Lump" Pitts, the most interesting of them. Inter- the dance floor. And no matter
charming granddaughter of Mrs. spersed with tales of the Marx how romantic you feel, don't dance
Pitts and a graduate of the Chilton Brothers, Kathleen Norris, Robert cheek to cheek or with your eyes
County High School.
Benchely, and George Bernard closed.
It seems that a number of the Shaw, are his reminiscences ol
6. Good posture is a part. of good
girls have been motoring to Annis- w ar days,. travel accounts, and col- dancing. Stand erect, not on the
ton on Saturday afternoons for the lege pranks, as well as several hu- bias. Keep your distance. No lady
sole purpose of visiting the "5 and morous short stories.
should entwine her escort's neck or
10" and "De Bargain Dress Shoppe."
-------lean too heavily on his chest.
The Vesper service Wednesday
PERSONALS
7. Don't go in for acrobatics,
evening was conducted by Alma
.
strange holds. Try not to bounce or
h
Miss Dorothy Ewing of Nash~1lle, prance. Be smooth.
Thompson and Stella Wallace. T e Tennessee, is visiting her sister
program began with the singing of
' f 8. When collisions occur with an"The Day Is Dying in the West." Mrs. P . U. Lo':. *
other couple or with your own partFor devotion each person quoted . M p · k L
graduate
ner, the gentleman always apoloh
f
·
B1'bl
d v· i
r. m
ove, a
of gizes.
~r. avonte
e verse an .
ir- , Jacksonville College, has gone to
9. The lady always precedes the
g1ma Thrash led pr~yer. This was 'Peabod to work on his Master's
followed by a readmg, "Moments," Id
Y
gentleman off the floor.
by Lou Ree Gregg. Lilla Mae Pra- egree.
*
10. When the dance is over, the
ter made an interesting talk on
M
d
gentleman says-"Thank you for
"M' t k
d T · 1 " "F 11
th
r. an Mrs. Lance J . He nd rix the dance." The lady may say, "I
is a.. es an
n~ s.
.ow e were surprised Thursday afternoon enjoyed it, too."
GI earn
1
was sung m cone us1on.
b
b . f . •t f
Mr Hendrix's
Y a ne v1s1 rom
·
.
Treat your chaperon, class adWe miss the many happy carefree aunt, Mrs. C. R. Cates, and his visers, and hostesses as you would
girls who were here in the winter, cousins, Mrs. Jack Harris, Mrs. S.
d l1'ke to be treated. Remember that
but they have been replaced by a Adams, Mrs. William Sargent, an they are for your sake, not theirs.
• 1 Miss Emma Gates, all of Atlanta.
Make them feel they are wanted.
large group of friendly, congema
teachers working laboriously on
When you arrive, don't begin dancMrs. Merrett from Margaret,A Alatheir degrees.
· ing until you have greeted your
bama, visited her daughter, nme hostess or chaperons. If your chapPlans are under way for a picnic Laura, Mo nd ay.
erons dance, ask them to danee.
at Oxford Lake, Tuesday afternoon,
See that they are served.
June 20. We're planning to have
Mrs. W. P. ChriSUan a nd son visAlways remember your hostess
th
loads of fun and excitement.
ited our matron, Mrs. Pitts,
is and when you leave tell her you had
week-end. They are making plans a pleasant time.
For informal dances all that is
Ask a certain group of students to tour through the country to New
if it's fun to feast in the arcade af- York in August.
required for a young man's dress
·X·
ter the show-Eh Lamar!
is a street suit, preferably dark, in
We're wondering if the poem in winter. In summer, white flannel
th
th
t
For advice ~n p{;tting together
e laS edition of e 'Teacola" was or serge trousers with a dark street
Sears-Roebuck's chest of shelves dedicated to th e "Toots" in our or sport coat is appropriate.
call Dr. Clara Wesishaupt, Daugh- Dorm.
ette Hall.
The Thursday evening tea danc(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
We are so glad to have Louise es sponsored by Daugette Hall and
Bryant and Eleanor McClendon ch~peroned by Mrs. Ada Pitts are ging areas of the Southeast. In
enJoyed by a large number of st u. these areas there have been less
visit our Dorm Thursday.
dents.
than 15 or 20 fires in the last 100
years. Consider how much greater
Rastus: What kind of woman did the damage must be in Northeastern
STEED-DODD MARRIAGE
you get, Mose?
Alabama where a period of 10 years
ANNOUNCED
Mose: She's an angel, Rastus, might see the woods burn over 25
The friends of Miss Iris Dodd and
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much hotter than in the open field.
It n ot only kills off the weeds on
the forest floor, but also kills the
young tr ees and seeds which would
produce y oung trees.. Continual
burning such as we have, consequently, destroys the entire under
cover of the forest. It takes considerable p eriod of years for the
continual burning to kill off the older trees of the forest. Nature builds
slowly, is destroyed slowly, and rebuilds even niore slowly. However, the point has almost been
reached where the older trees are
all either dead or in very poor condition. With this killing of the older trees the forests are becoming
open areas. The rains pour down.
There is no humus left to act as a
sponge and retain the water. There
are no root systems of the undercover left in the upper layers
of the soil to hold the top soil together. The forests are left only
on the high hills, consequently the
top soil of the high hills is washing away. Gullies are forming. We
have no natural means of flood
prevention left. When the high
hills begin to wash away in earnest
they are going to carry the low hill
·sides and valleys with ,thE!m. Right
now ls the time to stop forest fires
and let the undercover return. A
few more years with no undercover
in our forests and we will have no
top soil left. Then what wiH the
farmers do?
Continual burning results in other
damages. A few of these should
be mentioned in passing.
The burning of the humus destroys the living things in the up,
per soil. Certain of these living
things-the fungi-decay the organic matter and make it available to
plants. If the fungi are killed by
fire the little organic matter that
is left does not decay and remains
useless. Other living things - such
as earthworms - act as nature's
method of plowing the soil. They
open up the soil and allow air to
get to the rots of the plants. They
carry organic matter from the upper
layers to the lower layers. Dead
earthworms do not "plow" the soil,
consequently the soil becomes packed and is "dead." Plants have a
tough time getting along in "dead"
soil, and soon give up the fight.
Fire destroys the natural beauty
of the forest. A well developed
symmetrical tree is easy to look at
A lop-sided, charred tree is ugly
and unsightly. Bare soil under the
trees is extremely unattractive. A
profusion of flowering plants, with
green ferns and mosses under beautiful trees is enough of an inspiration for anyone. The killing off of
the undercover destroys many wild
fruits which serve as food for birds.
What will become of our birds
when these wild fruits are gone?
They can not live off of cultivated
crops because the farmers will kill
them. If the birds are gone what
is going to help the farmers control insects?
Fire does n ot destroy insects.
Fire multiplies them. Most "bugs"
can fly, all of them can crawl. They
fly or crawl up into the dead stubs
of fire-killed trees. There they find

MORNING PARTY FOR ·
DR. SNYDER

Dr. Agnes Snyder of Columbia
University, a recent distinguished
guest on our campus, was given a
delightfully informal morning party to which were invited all faculty
members and their wives and all
office assistants. Dr. Clara .Weishaupt and Miss Maude Luttrell were
hostesses. From an attractively
decorated table, Mrs. Leon McClure and Mrs. Paul J. Arnold
served punch, while others assisting
were Dr. and Mrs. W. J . Calvert,
Mrs. Julian Stephenson, and Miss
Fannie Bush.
Plunkett: Your dress 1s too short.
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est prices.- Shoes tinted• any_, eol0&.,
Betty: I don't think so.
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Plunkett: Then you must have all w1>rk rila~~~~d.
crawled too far in it.
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RINCESS
THEATR

.. •.·• ·,4., ...,. • .,.
~

E.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY-JUNE 2:t" & 23 . ' · " H
THE SCREEN'S NUMBER ONE CHILD ACTRESS' IN HER MO~Cf ·IM"",'
PRESSIVE' HIT
· · '· ·' •
SHIRLEY TEMPLE in
.· • ! '

"THE LITTLE PRINCESS"
IN TECHNICOLOR, WITH RICHARD GREENE, IAN . HVN'J,'EB
ANITA LOUISE, ARTHUR TREACHER

.;

SATURDAY-JUNE 24 ·
• ~
·•
OUR REGULAR BIG DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM OF- AC'PION _ _..
COMEDY-NO. 1, BRUCE CABOT & BEVERLY ROBERTS :ln · ,1..:,

"TENTHAVENUE.KlD" · ·: :·· -• •.'·'
WITH TOMMY RYAN

No. 2, TEX RITTER ~D PEE WEE-~OL~~•:
-IN' \

"STARLIGHT OVER TEXAS".

..... . ':t'

PLUS "DICK TRACY RETURNS" No. 12 · •· .

,

MONDAY ONLY-,-JUNE ·211.
- - .
. :, :· ' :·
HE'S BACK AGAIN-THE MAN YOU LOVED IN "TOPPER" RETURNlt:
TO THE PRINCESS SCREEN IN HIS NEWEST AND FUNNIEST W~ . ·

"TOPPER TAKES A TRIP~'
-with-

. . . .,.
'

., ..

ROLAND YOUNG, CONSTANCE BENNET!' AND BU..LIE BVIJKE
DISHES TO ALL LADms THIS DAY ONLY
TUESDAY-JUNE 2'7
.
·. .
. _'
...._
SEE UNCLE SAM'S NEWEST FIGHTING EQtTIJ>MENT IN AO~ .
NEW HIGH SPEED FIGHTING TANKS AND PLANES ·.. ·-' ,,
ACTION-ROMANCE-DRAMA COMEDY-S{!SPENSE-'11:IJlU~ -

"ARMY GIRL"

.. .... .-;

Starring PRESTON FOSTER & MADGE EVANS
...
with RUTH DONNELLY and NEU.. HAMILTON ... ,

... •

WEDNESDAY-JUNE 28
·· "
THE PRINCESS THEATRE PRESENTS "BARGAIN DAY" · ' ·· •:,,
ADMISSION 10c TO EVERYONi!
.
• · ! · ;. ; ,_
SCREEN FARE FOR THE DAY ·
··
,, ,. , 1. :...

June 20. We'r-e~ p-~a_n_n~1~n-g~-o- ~~ ~ ~;,a;w:.1.;1---.:, ..-, ·
-:1;
loads of fun and excitement.
ited our matron, Mrs. Pitts, this
week-end. They are making plans
Ask a certain group of students to tour through the country to New
if it's fun to feast in the arcade af- York in August.
ter the show-Eh Lamar!
We're wondering if the poem in
For advice on putting together the last edition of the 'Teacola" was
Sears-Roebuck's chest of shelves dedicated to th e "Toots" in our
call Dr. Clara Wesishaupt, Daugh- Dorm.
ette Hall.
The Thursday evening tea dances
sponsored by Daugette Hall and
We are so glad to have Louise
Bryant and Eleanor McClendon ch~peroned by Mrs. Ada Pitts ·are
enJoyed by a large number of stuvisit our Dorm Thursday.
.a; •

_ . .......... 0 .....

1;4-..-... _

........-•

.,. • ·

***

* **

***
***

***

A---iways remem er your liostess
and when you leave tell her you had
a pleasant time.
For informal dances all that is
required for a young man's dress
is a street suit, preferably dark, in
winter. In summer, white flannel
or serge trousers with a dark street
or sport coat is appropriate.

Forest Fires

and unsightly. Bare soil under the
MONDAY ONLY-,-JUNE.26.
. .
.
.. '•.:· ' :·
trees is extremely unattractive. A
profusion of flowering plants, with HE'S BACK AGAIN-THE MAN YOU LOVED IN 'ITOPPER" RETURNS.
green ferns and mosses under beau- TO THE PRINCESS SCREEN IN HIS . NEWEST AND FUNNIEST BJ,.- . 'tiful trees is enough of an inspiration for anyone. The killing off of
-withthe undercover destroys many wild
ROLAND YOUNG, CONSTANCE BENNETT AND BILLIE BUB,JtE
fruits which serve as food for birds.
DISHES TO ALL LADmS THIS DAY ONLY
·
What will become of our birds
TUESDAY-JUNE 2'7
.
·. .
··:• ' ~when these wild fruits are gone?
They can not live off of cultivated SEE UNCLE SAM'S NEWEST FIGHTING EQUIP~NT IN . A O ~ .
NEW HIGH SPEED FIGHTING TANKS AND PL,!\NES : · ·. - · . ,'t
crops because the farmers will kill
COMEDY-SUSPENSE-'11llt1Ll,lt·
them. If the birds are gone what ACTION-ROMANCE-DRAMA is going to help the farmers control insects?
Starring PRESTON FOSTER & MADGE EV ANS
_ . : ... ,
Fire does not destroy insects.
with RUTH DONNELLY and NEIL HAMILTON ... _,,
... ,.
Fire multiplies them. Most "bugs"
WEDNESDAY...:.JUNE 28
·
..-. •'
can fly, all of them can crawl. They
THE PRINCESS THEATRE PRESENTS ''BARGAIN DAY" . · ·' ·' · ,:,,
fly or crawl up into the dead stubs
ADMISSION 10c TO EVERYONE
.
-~ ·;. .-. ·:
of fire-killed trees. There they find
SCREEN FARE FOR THE DAY ·
.: · ,. :.t
conditions perfect for laying eggs
and raising families. When the unwith RAY MILLAND AND ISA MIRANDA
dercover is killed by fire they migrate to the open field and live on
COMING THURSDAY AND FRIDAY-JUNE 29 & 3t,
the farmers crops. When the farmTHE PRINCESS THEATRE iS PROUD TO PRESENT THI_S' MASTER•
er burns the woods to kill "bugs"
PIECE OF MOTION PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT. DIRECT f-1tQ)I
he is cutting his throat to spite his
THE SANDY BEACHES OF HULA ~AND THE QUE~. O_tr _.. ·:'.
stomach.
DANCE BRINGS YOU HER MOST SPECTACULA,R BIT . ' '·_All in all, ~t is hoped that these
few remarks have served to emphaSTARRING
. .. ;, .. _,.
size the fact that forest and field
ELEANOR POWELL . .
.
..... ,
fires should be stopped before it
With ROBERT YOUNG-GEORGE BURNS-(,lRAg_ ALLEN ._;·•
is too late. The majority of mature
people will not believe these arguments. A good many high school
students may not accept them. Those
of us who are elementary school
teachers are working with plastic
minds. We are the ones who are
able to shape the public mind of
the future. We should go out into
our scrawny, abused forests and
see for ourselves. We should get
acquainted with the tremendous
damage that continual fires are doing and realize that unless they are
stopped we have only seen the
beginning of this damage. Then,
after we are fully convinced, we
should carry out our public trust
and convince our elementary school
students. The material for this
conviction will not be found in any
man-printed text book. It will be
I
found, however, in the most convincing form possible. When na•~ • •
\_
I
ture writes something she means
I
it. We only have to recognize what
she means. We can recognize it, and
You tlon't have to go in .for ~iiy l>a~in. ~--'.,}
with a little effort we can get our
students to recognize it. Let us
beauty co~test to get the.crowd's ~pproval i .' ..
try to bring the hidden damage of
forest and field fires into the open,
pround this campus. There's not a c.o rnr, ..
and then do something about it.
aress Ill die whole MANGEL'S
!

"TOPPER TAKES A TRIP"

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
ging areas of the Southeast. In
th
th
h
b
1
ese areas
ere ave een ess
dents.
________
than
15
or
20
fires
in
the
Inst
100
1
• years. Consider how much greater
STEED-DODD MARRIAGE
Rastus: What kind of woman did the damage must be in Northeastern
ANNOUNCED
you get, Mose?
Alabama where a period of 10 years
The friends of Miss Iris Dodd and
Mose: She's an angel, Rastus, might see the woods burn over 25
Mr. R. P. Steed, who received their dat's what she is, an angel.
times!
degrees in the recent commenceRastus: Boy, yo' sho is lucky.
As previously stated burning kills
ment exercises, will be interested Mine's still living,
back the growing region of the tree
to know that they have announced
and stunts growth. The fire does
their marriage, which took place
far greater damage, however, in killrecently.
ing the bark and exposing the wood.
Both were popular members of
Once the wood is exposed woodthe student body and were active
rotting fungi enter, find the moistin the extra curricular activities of
ure conditions to their liking, and
the State Teachers College.
rot away the entire core of the tree.
The Teacola joins their friends in
A conservative estimate would be
wishing for them success and hapFrom a conglomeration of inter- that there are less than 5 merchantpiness.
views of a cross-section of beginning able hard-wood trees per acre in
freshmen at J. S. T. C. emerges this our area. The Southeastern UnitBOOK CLUB MEETS
hazy conception of college embodi-. ed States is the largest hardwood
WITH MRS. MOCK
ment within their so-called minds. lumber producing area in the
A large percentage of them are world. The world is largely deThe Jacksonville Book Club held
its regular meeting at the home of just as serious and long-faced as pendent upon the states from West
Mrs. H. Bascon Mock on Mountain we were when we first entered col- Virginia to the Gulf for hardwood
Avenue, June 7. As the main fea- lege. They are . coming here with flooring, wooden shoe heels, wooden
ture of the program Mr. Lance J. a variety of purposes, such as caskets, and other hardwood prodHendrix reviewed the book EACH eventually becoming school masters, ucts. It is entirely dependent upon
TO THE OTHER, a novel in poetry as special students in preparation this area for such things as barrel
by Christopher La Farge. This for study after graduation here, staves, wood for golf club heads,
uniquely written novel was the etc. Some come here to set a rec- and black walnut for veneer. The
Book-of-the-Month Club selection ord, and be a "world beater" right supply of merchantable hard-woods
at the beginning, hoping to bring is running very low. Only in the
for April.
'.fhe program was followed by a honor and glory to the individual high mountains of West Virginia,
delightful social hour in which a and to the school from which he Virginia, North Carolina and Tendelicious plate was served to the graduated. Of course, there are nessee can there now be found
exceptions such as the lad who hard-woods large enough or sound
members and guests.
came from home expecting to find enough to pay for their marketing.
his ideal girl sitting under every The hardwood trees in the hills of
one of our beautiful, blossoming, Alabama are old enough to be used
CARD OF THANKS
Mimosa trees, but he fs very much for lumber. It is too bad that they
Miss· Mary C. Forney wishes to disappointed to date because he's are not big enough or sound enough.
express 'through the Teacola her ap- been here three weeks and hasn't If fires had been partially preventpr~iation to the friends who have beguiled even one of the ruinsome ed-they would not have to have
remembered her during her illness lasses. That number of beginners been entirely prevented-we could
with flowers, fruit and other lovely who feared college profs as the per- now have a fairly good lumbering
sonification of the "big bad wolf" industry. However, we have had
gifts.
have largely reached the same con- fires. As a result West Virginia
She. hopes it will not be too long
clusion that, after all, all of us are makes the wooden shoe heels for the
before she will be able to thank human, and that the instructors world, North Carolina and Kenthem in person.
are just as interested in helping tucky supply the world with barrel
students who came here hoping to staves, and Tennessee and Virginia
do a higher standard of work scho- corner the wooden golf club and
lastically and in extra-curricular walnut veneer markets.
activities are finding their time ocIt is too late to do anything about
cupied in pursuit of suitable meth- the present hardwood lumber marThe Wesley Foundation met at ods for attaining their ends-and ket. If we stop fires and wait about
The Woman's Athletic Associa10:00 o'clock on Tuesday morning, so they inform me, are finding the 40 years our grandchildren may be tion met June 14 to elect officers
June 12. An interesting program act a very pleasant product of able to compete with the other for the summer quarter. Clorence
on "My Responsibility to the Com- thought.
Southern states for the world's Chamblee succeeded Alice Hamric
The goals set up by this energetic hardwood lumber money.
munity" was given.
as president of the powerful orgaThe members decided to continue youth entering our school for the
The greatest damage of these for- nization. Rachel Wheeler was unanthe work of the
organization first time reminds us that, after all, est fires, however, is almost but not imously voted vice president. Kaththroughout the summer. The ·new youth does have its place in the quite upon us. It has been on the ryn McClendon was elected recordofficers are: Gene Brooks, presi- sun; that Poe was doing his best work way for 50 years or more. Unless ing secretary, Josie Smith, corredent; Snow Sherrer, vice-president; at the age of twenty-five; that Mc- fires are stopped in about 10 more sponding secretary, Ann Garst reMildred Anderson, secretary; and Cormic was only twenty - three years it wiil be staring us full in porter and social chairman. Mary
Charles Adams, charman of the when he invented the reaper; that the face . This greatest damage Nell Patterson and Pernie Hampton
Corrigan flew the Atlantic alone, of all is soil erosion and loss of soil were appointed baseball managers
program committee.
The Foundation will meet in in a "crate;" but, they hasten to fertility.
for the season.
Room 14 every Tuesday morning at add with a twinge of conservatism,
When a forest burns the fire gets
Plans were discussed for a wo10:00 o'clock. Everyone is invited that 'Rome wasn't built in a day.'
deep in the layers of decaying manless fashion show which is to be
(Fine freshmen we have) .
to attend the meeting.
leaves. There it smolders and gets held at an early date.

Results of
Interviews of 1st
Quarter Freshmen

***

Wesley Foundation Meeting

W. A. A. Elects
Officers
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Girls Softball
League Organized
Started Saturday

Life Saving Class

Despite the weather conditions,
the Li1e Saving Class, being taught
l;i7 Johnnie Hall aijd Harold Carpen;ot off to a good start Saturday,
with about ten pupils . present and
several -0thers unable to get there
beoiu.se of rain. The class will
tii.eet each week day from 6:30 to
'1:30 for the benefit of those who
gan not meet on Saturday.
All
phases ot life saving and water
sa1ety will be covered by the instr~ctlilrs.
Mr. Hall and Mr. Carpenter are
qua.lilied instructors, holding both
Examiner's ~d Water Safety InJ:tructor's Cer~ficates.
Any one
wishing to join the class may do
so at any time, and make up the
classes they have missed.

A softball league has been organized" for girls, and practice sessions are to be held every Tuesday
and Thursday afternoons on the
field which lies adjacent to the Pelham Road tennis court. The practice periods will be one hour long,
lasting from 6:00 until 7:00 o'clock,
and all girls are invited to attend.
Pernie Hampton has charge of
the arrangements, and she has announced that after five practices,
the entire group will be divided into
teams; each team is to elect its own
captain before tournament play begins.

Swimming-Diving
Experts to Give
Demonstration

Newest of the instructors recently added to J.S.T.C. faculty to accommodate the large summer enrollment is Miss Elizabeth Lowe,
who will assist Mrs. Calvert in the
Physical Education Department. A
native of Elmore County, Alabama,
Miss Lowe did her undergraduate
work at Peabody College and received her Master's degree at Columbia University.
Miss Lowe comes to Jacksonville
exceptionally well qualified to do
the work required of her. She
taught for a ""'.hile at the Girl's
Latin School and the Frances W.
Parker School, both private institutions in Chicago, the latter of
which is an experimental school.
She taught physcical education in
junior and senior high school · at
Thomasville, Georgia, for four years
and was affiliated for a time with
the Physiology Department of the
Georgia State College for Women.
Miss Lowe modestly admits doing
Physiotherapy work at the Warm
Springs Foundation.
Other teachers added for the summer quarter are Mrs. Margaret
Stapp, who was here in the spring,
and Miss Ruth Parkman, both of
whom are teaching industrial arts.
Mr. R. B. Gilbert has been added to
the college English department. During the regular s<!hool term Miss
Parkman and Mr. Gilbert are members of the high school faculty in
Jacksonville.

,er,

Coach C. C. Dillon has announced
that Major Scott, athletic officer for
the R. O. T. C. at Fort McClellan,
and nine of his best performers in
swimm.ina and diving, will make an
appearance in Kilby Pool, Friday,
JUDe 33.
Tlle 9emonstration will be given
primarily for the education of students, .~ut the public is invited.
Bleachers will be erected 59 that
seats may be available, and a high
diving board will take the place of
the low one.
Admission will be 10c.

NOTICE\"

NOTICE!

BeainninC next Saturday, June l'l,

a class in Junior and Senior Life
Saving will begin. The class will
meet from 8:30 to 11:30 Saturday
and from 6:30 to 7:30 each week-day
Instruction by Hall and Carpenter
will be free. Tests
be given
the following Saturday. Price ot
examination will be 25c for Juniors
aacl 50c .for Seniors. People completing the course will be elven first
preference for pool guard jobs next

wm

year.

. ;;ii.

·Are You Interested
In Good Manners?
Under the sponsorship of the
W~•s Athletic Association, an
eUq1,1ette program will be conducted
in the form of a "question and ansIf you are interested in etiquette and good manners, bring your
question to the Physical Education
roon:i where you will find a box
to drop it in. Your question will be
aaswered, authoritative information
~ given, and both question and
aaswln' will be printed in the Tea-

wer."

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.
On '.fhursday evenmg,. June 8,
the ~istor~ Club held_ its regular
meetmg with the president, Chlorene Chamblee, presiding. Officers
were elected to fill the vacancies
of those leaving school at this time.
The ones elected were as follows:
vice-president,
Frank
Hancock;
secretary, Gertie Donovan. An Arrangement Committee was appoint-

l

•

•

HOBBY CLASS

In Charge of Swimming Pool

It you would like to learn games
that you may play for the next
forty or fifty years, you sho.uld join
the 303 Class of Physical Education.
The class has become so popular
that two or three sections must be
made for it each quarter.
The object of the class is to teach
to the students games that may be
played by old and young as long
as they are able to move around.
The list includes paddle tennis,
horse shoes, badminton, quoit and
ring tennis, hand ball, shuffleboard
and other games requiring only a
small number of people to participate. Rules and playing skills for
the games are taught and developed in the classes.
Classes for this quarter are under
the management of Miss Lowe and
Coach Dillon.

New Teachers
Here For Term

History Club Meets

•

SPORTS
Additional
Swimming Pool
Regulations

No one is to go into the pool:
Except at regular, scheduled
times when an instructor or guard
is on duty.
(b) With a cut, cold, foot wart,
skin · eruption.
(c) With any adhesive strapping
or jewelry.
(d) Without a medical 0. K.
2. Every swim must be preced-,
ed by a soapy shower without the
suit on. A shower must follow each
swim, and every girl should dry her
hair.
3. Divers must see that the diving area is clear of swimmers before taking a dive.
4. No one may leave the pool
during class or 'free swimming
hour" without permission of the
one in charge.
5. Do not spit in the pool.
6. No observers are allowed, ex(By Fred B. Bryant, Jr.)
cept on special occasions.
7. At any time when there are
"It was fun being a duke. I had
two blasts of a whistle, everyone is
plenty of time to build radios, visit ,requested to swim to the side of the
factories, and go to scout camps.
pool, or to get out on the edge.
"After visiting some of the B. B.
C. factories about two winters ago,
I attempted something I had never
tried before. I began building a
two - kilowatt transmitter. I had
Dr. Calvert: Here's a piece of
all except the modulator stage com- rubber in my hash.
pleted, when one day while I was .... Waiter: .. No doubt; the motor is
in my shoJ? Edward paid me a replacing the horse everywhere.
secret visit.
" 'Bertie', he said - I do not like
Sherrer: So you got her a big
'Bertie' but he calls me that just' ring? What size is the diamond?
the same-'I'm horribly afraid I'm
Cowart: The fourteen year ingoing to have to leave this job to stallment size.
you.'
"Taking a firmer grip on the solCarpenter: When did you first
dering iron, I asked what he meant. realize you were in love with me?
-· "'Oh, Bert!' he cried, 'I just canWilson: When I discovered it
not bear it any longer. Canterbury made me hopping mad to hear peois against me, and I am determined ple call you lazy and brainless.
that I shall not sacrifice my love
for a crown in which I have not
Finally, as a last resort, when in
profound faith.'
doubt about important decisions,
, "My grip wavered; in spite of ask your wife. She will know.
myself I dropped the iron and
scorched my work bench. I pulled went upstairs to talk to Lady Elizaout the plug and turned beth. .. ....................................................... .
"Grandmother was accu~omed ......................................................... ..
to talk to me about being King. I
"Well, I have been called George
always thought she should have instead of Albert for over two
been talking to you-but now I see years now. I have just visited the
that she knew you as a man, even country which was responsible for
when we were children.'
Edward's ideas about life and happi"After a while Edward left. I ness, and I feel that I understand
gathered up my tools and put away him better after shaking hands
the radio-I never allowed the serv- with thousands of smiling Ameriants to touc hmy workshop - and cans.''
1.

(-a)

OFF THE RECORD

JOKES

MRS. W. J. CALVERT
Mrs. W. J. Calvert, teacher of physical education for girls, is one of
the most beloved members of the college facutly, and is especially popular with those students who have been fortunate enough to be in one
of her classes. Mrs. Oalvert has charge of the college swimming pool
for the summer. She holds the master's degree from the State University
of Louisiana.

Boners Taken From College Examination
Papers
An epistle is the wife of an apostle.
To germinate is to become a naturalized German. ·
A vacuum is an empty space where the Pope lives.
S. 0. S. is a musical term meaning same only softer.
Keats is a poet who wrote on a greasy urn.
Poetry is when every line begins with a capital letter.
In Christianity a man can only have one wife.
This is called
Monotony.
The greatest miracle in the Bible is when Joshua told his son to st;ind
still and he obeyed him.
A water shed is a shed in the middle of the sea where ships shelter
during a storm.
Name the three races of man. Foot race, horse race and automobile
race.
A thermometer is an instrument for raising temperature.
talk!::b;:~~~l symbols are used when you do not know what you are
A conjunction is a place where two railway lines meet.
A metaphor is a suppressed smile.
Give an example of a collective noun. Garbage-can.
The future of "I give" is "You take."
Define the first person. Adam.
The different kinds of senses are commonsense and nonsense.
A step-sister is one who has gone away from home.

--------------------------- -- --Softball League
think your class is the best in
school, come down to the diamond
Last Tuesday mornng a group of and prove it.

***

***

***

I

Permanent Waves $1.50 to. $6.00
Shampoo and Finger Wave
both for 25c
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pleting the course will be ,iiven first Mr. R. B. Gilbert has been added to
The greatest miracle in the Bible is when Joshua told his son to st,md
preference for pool guard jobs next the college English department. Dur- still and he obeyed him.
ing the regular sc!hool term Miss
A water shed is a shed in the middle of the sea where ships shelter
year.
~-Parkman and Mr. Gilbert are mem- during a storm.
Name the three races of man. Foot race, horse race and automobile
bers of the high school faculty in
race.
Jacksonville.
A thermometer is an instrument for raising temperature.
1talk!~e:;:~~~l symbols are used when you do not know what you are
Under the sponsorship of the
A conjunction is a place where two railway lines meet.
Wemen's Athletic Association, an
On Thursday evening, June II,
A_ metaphor is a suppressed smile.
.uq,.i.ette program will be conducted
Club held its regular
Give an example ~f a collective noun. Garbage-can.
in.the form of a "question and ans- the History
.
.
.
The future of "I give" is "You take"
It you are interested in eti- meetmg with the president,
ChloDefine the fl rs t person. Ad am.
·
.
.
quette and good manners, bring your rene Chamblee, presiding. Offic~rs
The different kinds of senses are commonsense and nonsense.
question to the Physical Education were elected to fill the vacancies
A step-sister is one who has gone away from h
ome.
rgQm where you will find a box of those leaving school at this time. - - - - - to drop it in. Your question will be The ones elected were as follows:
think your class is the best in
aaswered, authoritative information vice-president,
Frank
Hancock;
--school, come down to the diamond
~ given, and both question and secretary, Gertie Donovan. An ArLaS t Tuesday mornng a group of and prove it.
~w~ will be printed in the Tea- rangement Committee was. appointed to plan for the club social at softball enthusiasts met with Coach - - - - - - - - - - - - - - col,f.
Oxford Lake to be held on Friday Dillon to form a softball league
evening, June 16.
for the summer session.
After
After the business session, Dr some debate as to organization of
Charles E. Cayley gave a very en- the teams, a vote was put to the
Someone has said that good man- lightening lecture on "Why the boys by Coach Dillon, and it was
King and Queen Are Visiting Amer- decided that each class was to have
:r;ien are like a shock absorber ica."
He exploded several ideas one team. The classes went into
they mitigate the bumps of life. It
is certainly true that unpleasant advanced by newspaper men and, huddles and elected the following
situations, awkwardness and em- we think, showed the real reason team captains or managers: for the
})arrassment can be avoided if one for the sovereigns' visit. Quote: Seniors, Smith Thompson; Juniors,
"Red" Kemp; Sophomores, "Chigbas a knowledte of good manners "A good time was had by all."
At the next meeting of the His- ger" Lusk; Freshmen, Wallace and
-everyday etiquette.
-Co.~tesy is consideration of oth- tory Club, officers for the fall quar- Williams.
ter will be elected. All members
No schedule has as yet been reeN, .·The one who possesses this are
urged to attend.
leased, nor are we able to give probaloof with ease and grace and
able lineups. The Freshmen and
. knows· how to do and say the right
Sophomore classes will have a
thi,t1i at th.e right time has the
goodly supply of untested material.
"Open Season" to almost any door
Many old shoes, veterans of the
be cares to open.
Concerning the peace and quiet
Among people of good breeding of the upperclassmen, it is rumored past several summers, will see service for the Juniors and Seniors.
When Y.ou Have Leisure Time
there are convictions · and certain that the freshmen are getting by
The ranking classes will also be
On Your Hands, Come to
necffii.ties of conduct that are ob- with too much. Better tone it down.
strengthened by regular - session
-~ecl. To be ignorant of them Freshmen.
students moving up from Freshman
_ca~a lack of ease anq. embarrassand Sophomore classes.
*
ment and often humiliation. There
We all wonder why Thrash is so
Persl'.>r~11ly, we don't advocate
are certain things that one should
and enjoy a good game on our
know in order to be at ease on all mopey and blue - these days. He class hatred, but this is a good time
seems to take no interest in life for you to go to bat for yours. The
excellent tables
socl.al occasions.
or living, now that his pal has gone more competition within the class
YOU'LL ENJOY 1·r-IT'S A
back to Winston County to exterm- the better the team. The better the
GOvD RECREATION
inate ignorance.
team the more competition you can
furnish
the
other
classes.
If
you
* *
An epidemic of French seems to
Is a teacher.
_, :n, f7TFZ
&
have stricken first floor. In strolling WRWAe9·
Sex: Stronger.
from one end to the other, one may
Color of hair: Blond.
be addressed in French, as often as
,Coior of eyes: Grayish Blue.
in English. "Mutt" Wilbourn and
· Weight: About 150.
"Jeff" Butler seem to be the fore· Hei,iht: About 5' 10".
most authorities on "parlezvous
.· Accent: Harvard.
. Married: Yes_
francais" ing.
Hobby: Ornithology.
·Motto: "Close thy Goethe; open
Editorially speaking, we don't see
thy Byron."
just how "Dewitt" Decker keeps
.(~itor's note-:This is not Pro- one jump ahead of those co-eds at
fessor L. Hendrix.)
meal time, or perhaps it is only one
throw ahead of them.
·1s a .itudent.
"Tuffy" Hill and his "iron mule"
Sex: Weaker.
may
be seen breezing around at
. Color of hair: Chestnut.
'most any place---and time. Seems
· Color of eyes: Greenish Blue.
that the "mule" needs lots of exerWeight: About 115.
cise to keep in shape.
Height: About 5' 5".
Those people having stayed in
Moutb: Loud.
Forney
Hall before will be glad to
Hobby: (Married) Men.
hear
that
the old place has been giv<Answer in next issue of Teaen a new -coat of paint in the halls,
cola.)
ANNISTON, ALABAMA
and a great many of the rooms have
Tourist: Quite a town you have received a new coat in various sub.litre. Bow many men and women dued tones. So, besides being one
were born here in the last five of the best equipped dormitories for
;rears
Native: None, Stranger, but quite men in the state, it is becoming
practically new in looks again.
a uwnber of babies were.

-Are You Interested
In Good Manners? History Club Meets
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out the plug and turned "Grandmother was accu~omed
to talk to me about being King. I
always thought she should have
been talking to you-but now I see
that she knew you as a man, even
when we were children.'
"After a while Edward left. I
gathered up my tools and put away
the radio-I never allowed the servants to touc hmy workshop - and

beth . ........... ..... .. ...... .... .. ........ ....... ........ .... ..
"Well, I have been called George
instead of Albert for over two
years now. I have just visited the
country which was responsible for
Edward's ideas about life and happiness, and I feel that I understand
him better after shaking hands
with thousands of smiling Americans."

w•r."

Softball League

-- ---

Etiquette of the
Ballroom

Forney Hall Notes·
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PLAY BILLIARDS
West Side
Billiard Parlor

**

Guess Who?

*

***

*
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Lloyd's Bread

Permanent Waves $1.50 to. $6.00
Shampoo and Finger Wave
both for 25c
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS

~~'

DIAL 2681

HENDERSON'S BARBER
-and-

BEAUTY SHOP

BECKERS
STYLE WITH ECONOMY
Ladies' Ready-To-Wear, Millinery, Hose
Undies and Shoes
ANNISTON

""
Phones 191-198

906 Noble Street

PAINT, GLASS & BUILDERS'
SUPPLY CO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Southern Lumber Paint
Approved For
ALABAMA STATE AID SCHOOLS

IS
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Better Bread

We carry a fine line of quality merchan-

Lloyd's Bakery

dise-suitable for the campus
King and Queen

